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We combine harmonic analysis on certain pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces 
with results on conformally invariant linear and non-linear differential equations.. 
This gives in many cases part of the decomposition of certain representations of the 
conformal group of a manifold when restricted to the isometry group. 
In this work we study the Laplace-Beltrami operators on linear pseudo- 
Riemannian manifolds and certain locally conformally equivalent symmetric 
spaces. We prove the quasi-invariance under conformal mappings of certain 
constant shifts of these operators, and we also exhibit associated non-linear 
conformally invariant partial differential equations. Furthermore we find a 
number of special solutions to these equations. 
From the geometry we obtain part of the reduction of representations 
(with a unitary composition series in the case of space-time manifolds) of 
the conformal group O(p, q) when restricted to a direct product subgroup 
O(p’, q’) x O(p”, q”), where p’ + p” = p and q’ + q” = q. 
Finally we give on the conformal compactification of two-dimensional 
space-time a decomposition of the space of distributions into eigenspaces for 
the Casimir operator of O(2, 1) corresponding to a well-known series of 
representations of the universal covering group of X(2, iR). 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let x = (x, ,..., x,) be an element of M = iR” equipped with the pseudo- 
metric g induced from the quadratic form x2 =xi + .a. +xi - 
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x;+1 - ..’ -xziq, where p + q = n. As usual O(p, q) is the group of all 
linear transformations of M preserving this form, and SO,(p, q) is the 
identity component of this group. The Lie algebra of O(p + 1, q + 1) is 
realized as vector fields (some of which are not globally integrable) on M 
explicitly as follows: 
As a basis of the Lie algebra we take {Lij]i,j= O,..., n + 1 and i < j) 
where [Lij, Ljk] = ejLik and L, = -Lji. Here sj = 1 for j= O,..., p and 
cj = -1 for j = p + I,..., n + 1. Then as vector fields on M in terms of K = 
x,(apx,) + *a* + x,(a/ax,): 
L, = $cjxjK + (1 - $x2)(3/3x,) (j = l,..., n), 
L O,n+ I = -K 
L - - ~E~x~K + (1 + $x’)(d/axj) /,n+l - (j = l,..., n), 
L, = -Ejxj(a/axi) + &,x,(a/axj) (i, j = l,..., n). 
Each of these are conformal in the sense that the Lie derivative [5] of the 
metric on M with respect o such a vector field is a function times the metric 
itself. One way of proving this realization of the conformal group (or rather 
the conformal Lie algebra) of M is by way of the conformal 
compacitification map, which we recall [ 181: Let r = (to, <r ,..., r, + ,) and 
r2=r~+...+r~-5~+1-...-r~+1 and let <+ c denote the canonical 
projection of IR” + * onto the projective space P”+ ‘(IF?). Then 
J(x) = (1 - x*/4, x, 1 + x2/4)” (1) 
maps M into the projective quadratic li;i = {r]r’ = 0) equipped with the 
pseudo-metric g induced from 6’. Then .I is injective with an open dense 
image in m, and under the pull-back [5] we have 
J*g= ((1 -x2/4)2 +x; + **. -Ix;>-1 * g, 
i.e., J is conformal. a is called the conformal compactification of M, and J 
coincides in the case of Lorentzian metrics with the Cayley transform for 
Hermitian symmetric spaces [8], M and li;i being the Shilov boundaries of 
the unbounded (resp. bounded) realizations of the symmetric space. 
O(p + 1, q + 1)/H, acts on li;i by conformal diffeomorphisms and by a 
dimension argument [22] it is the full group of such transformations. Notice 
that ti is isometric to (O(p + 1)/O(p) x O(q + l)/O(q))/Z, with the direct 
product pseudo-metric, positive on the first component, negative on the 
other, and the Z, action by the antipodal map. 
We shall also here recall some facts about the harmonic analysis on X= 
O(p, q)/O(p - 1, q) [ 16, 17, 201. This is a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric 
space [ 1 ] of constant scalar curvature, and the Casimir operator of O(p, q) 
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acts in the regular representation as the LaplaceBeltrami operator Cl, (the 
proof of this fact proceeds as that for the positive-definite case, see [5, 
Exercise 5, p. 45 I]). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. 0, has a self-adjoint closure in L2(X) (with respect 
to the O(p, q)-invariant measure) with spectrum $01. 
q > 0 (-((n - 2)/2)2 + u2 1 v > 0 and (n - 2)/2 + v E Z or v E iii?}. Each 
discrete eigenvalue corresponds to an irreducible unitary representation of 
O(p, q), and each continuous eigenvalue (v E iIF?) to the direct sum of two 
(non-equivalent) such. If p = 1, there is no discrete spectrum. For q = 0 we 
have the usual spherical harmonics and discrete spectrum {-l(1 + p - 2) II= 
0, 1, 2 )... }. 
Remark 1.2. We shall later be interested in symmetric spaces of the 
direct product type X, x X2 with each component of the form above; the 
spectrum of the total Laplacian is then readily derived from Proposition 1.1. 
Finally, we recall the conformal quasi-invariance of a constant shift of the 
Laplacian on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold [23]: 
Let N be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension n with metric r and 
constant scalar curvature K [4,5]. Suppose ( Tt[ t E I?} is a one-parameter 
group (perhaps only defined for t in a neighborhood of 0) of conformal 
transformations of N, cr = y,r, with yI a positive function on N. Put C = 
-(K(n - 2))/(4(n - 1)); then for any function f on N we have for the 
Laplacian [5] 0 of N 
(0 - C) yj”-wyf = yy+2yyn - C)J: (2) 
The infinitesimal analogue for the generator Y of 7’, in terms of 
p = -dy,/dtI,=o = -(2/n) div(Y) [9] and u(Y)f = [(n - 2)/4)pf + Yf is 
[O - c, u(Y)] = p(U - C). (3) 
It also follows [23] by a unicity argument hat in case N is globally 
hyperbolic [3] and Et (x, x’) is the advanced fundamental solution, i.e., 
acting on second coordinate, 
(O-C)E+(x’,x)=6(x’,x) 
and for a fixed x, E+ (x, x’) has forward timelike support, we have 
E+(T,x, T,x’) = yt(Xp-2)‘4E+(X, x’) yt(x)-‘“-2)‘4 (4) 
(and a similar relation for the retarded fundamental solution E-). The 
Green’s function G = E+ -E- viewed as an integral operator will then 
satisfy a relation similar to (2), which in turn proves the conformal 
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invariance of the inner product (f,f) = (Gp, Cp). Here f = Gq is a complex 
solution of (0 - C)f = 0 and a, is a test function. See [ 131 for a detailed 
study of (., .) for stationary space-time manifolds N = IR x S, where S is a 
compact Riemannian manifold (the author however, does not consider the 
conformal invariance of (., .)). 
Historically, relation (3) was described in [9] and viewed as an 
intertwining relation in the case of an isometrically flat manifold. The 
integrated form (2) was reported in [6] for four-dimensional Minkowski 
space, together with intertwining relations for conformal transformations not 
in the Poincare group, e.g., the inversion. Also for certain homogeneous 
spaces Kostant in [lo] discussed (3) as a quasi-invariance relation. ’ 
2. A NON-LINEAR QUASI-INVARIANT OPERATOR 
Returning to (2) we let A for a fixed (r E IR denote the non-linear operator 
cP+w (ntZ)l(n-2) 
defined whenever the (possibly fractional) power exists as a single-valued 
operation. Also we let 
U(T,) f = yj”-2’/4TTf 
and 
V(T,) f = yj”’ 2”4TTf: 
Then it is trivial that AU(T,) = V(T,) A and hence we have for the family 
T, in question 
(O-C-A)U(T,)=V(T,)(O-C-A). (5) 
In particular, the action via U of conformal transformations of N leave the 
space of solutions to 
q f _ Cf =af’“+2”‘“-2’ 
(6) 
invariant. A special case of this is the invariance under SO(2,4) in 
Minkowski space of the space of solutions to2 
( $-g-g--$)f=f’. 3 4 
’ The importance of these intertwining relations was first stressed by H. P. Jakobsen. 
2 This invariance [ 121 has been utilized in obtaining time-invariant functionals for the 
equation analogous to the energy. Also, in higher-dimensional Minkowski spaces such an 
invariance seems to be known to physicists, and the power (n + 2)/(n - 2) is apparently that 
interaction for the associated quantum field theory that is most apt for renormalization. 
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Notice also that from (2) setting f = 1 we get with rp = ~j”-*“~ 
(0 - C) rp = -q+n+*)/(n-2). (7) 
This will turn out to be a general pattern, and we can generate solutions to 
non-linear equations like (7) from Jacobians of conformal transformations. 
3. OPERATORS ON SYMMETRIC SPACES 
LEMMA 3.1. Let N, and N, be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds of 
dimension n with metrics r, and r2, and suppose T: N, * N, is a conformal 
smooth transformation, r*r, = yr, (perhaps only defined on an open set) 
with y positive and smooth. Then we have for the two Laplacians Cl, and q 2 
and any smooth function f on N, that 
q ,Pr*f - Ybr*O*f = PIP> r*f, (8) 
where /I = y’“- *‘14. 
Proof. For the moment we consider only N, and suppress the subscript; 
by Ak = AkN we denote all differential k-forms on N and extend r to a non- 
degenerate bilinear form on Ak by the usual procedure: for vi,..., vk, 
w, ,..., wk E S*N, (cotangent space at p E N) 
(V’ A .*. A vk, w, A .-a A wk) = det rP(vi, wj). 
Here rP is defined on S*N, via the identification with the tangent space 
S&p 
J*,: S*N, + Se Np 
given by r,,(j,,(v), Y) = (v, Y) (v E S*NP, YE S* NP). In local coordinates 
(z , ,..., z,> and (Y, ,..., Y,) around p the definition reads 
(dz, A .a. A dz,, dy, A ... A dyk) = det r(dzi, dyj). 
Choose in a neighborhood Q of p a nowhere vanishing n-form E and define 
the *-operation *:Ak+Anek on Q by [ll] 
(WI, w) = (v A w, E) (vEAk, WE/rk). 
Then in terms of the exterior differentiation d: Ak + Ak+’ [5] we have for the 
Laplacian on functions Cl = *d * d. 
Now let T be as above, then P relates the two *-operations as follows: 
r***v=y(n-*k’%Q Pv (v E AkN2). (9) 
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With everything to the right of P acting in N, we then get on a smooth 
function f with /II = y’n-ZM4 
*d * /?rtf = *d * (( Pf) d/l + /3 dPf) 
= *d((Pf) * dP + P * dT*f) 
= *((dPf) A *d/l + (T*f) d * d,8 + db A (j-‘p * df) 
+ fi(dp-’ A T+ * df + p- ‘Pd * df )). 
Now dbp * = -2/l- 3 d,b’ so 
(dPf)A *dB+daA~-‘~*df)+p(dp-*AT*xdf) 
=d~A(*dT*f)+@A(j-ZTk*df)-2~-2d/3A(~*df) 
= d/3 A (j-‘P *f) + do A (p-*P * df) - 2p-’ d/l A (r* * df) 
= 0. 
Here we have used 
vA*w=wA*v (v, w E AkN,) 
together with (9) for k = 1. From (9) we also have 
+Pd*df=yll’*y”*d*df; 
so finally 
ad*d/Pd=(*d*d)r*f +/l-‘y”‘*r**d*df 
or 
q ,W+f - rPT*OzJ- = P*B) 7.Y Q.E.D. 
We return now to the case M = R” and the mapping (1). Here the B in 
Lemma 3.1 is simply (( 1 - x*/4)’ + (xf + . . . + xi))-(“-*” and it satisfies 
qB,+ (p-q)p(“+2w(“-2)~ (10) 
More generally we have 
LEMMA 3.2. Let &,(I$)= C;T,’ ai<: with a, = ci or 0 and as before 
co = . . . =EP=-EP+,= . . . r-E,+,= 1. Then the function Q(x) = 
C&(1 - x2/4, x, 1 + x2/4) satisfies where it is positive 
QT’“-2u4 = -9(2 ;$I aici - (n + 2) 1 QpCntZM4. (11) 
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ProoJ Let a = -(n - 2)/4; then by straightforward differentiation 
q Q” zz aQ-* 
([ 
n(--a,(1 -x*/4) + a,, ,( 1 + x2/4)) 
+(a,+a,+,)x*/2+2 $ aici -Q 
i=l 1 
qafxf +x2(--a,(1 -x2/4) + a,+,(1 +x*/4))* 
+ 4(-ao(1 -x2/4) + an+l(1 +x2/4)) fi uixi])* 
Now the second square parenthesis can be factored as 
Q . ((ao + an+ 1 )x2 +w -ao+4z+d) 
to yield the desired result. 
From (10) and (8) we deduce 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let J: M + ii? be the compact@ication map (I) and 
C = -K(n - 2)/4(n - 1) with K = -(n - l)(p - q) the scalar curvature of 
fi; then 
W(J) = V(J)@ - C), (12) 
where D is the Laplacian on li;i and analogously to the actions previously 
defined we put for any function f on iiii 
wlf = PJ*f, 
v(J)f = rPr*.L 
where p = y’” - “I* =((l-x*/4)*+x:+...+x~)-‘“-*“4. 
Remark 3.4. O(1, m)/O(l- 1, m) viewed as a hyperboloid on R”“’ (a 
sphere if m = 0) has constant scalar curvature K = -(l + m - l)(l+ m - 2); 
see 141. Furthermore, scalar curvature is additive with respect to direct 
products of manifolds. 
This situation generalizes as suggested by (11) and (12): Let Q be as in 
Lemma 3.2 with at least one ui = 0, p’ the number of ai > 0 and q’ the 
numberofai<Osothatp’>Oandd=p’+q’<n+2.T’ut 
MO = WP’, dW(p - 1, 4’) 
x O(p + I - p’, q + 1 - q’)/O(p + 1 - p’, q - q’) (mod Z2) 
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with respect to the antipodal L, action. Here we view M, as a submanifold 
of k?n+2 with first factor defined by Q,,(r) = 1 and second factor defined by 
-r’ + Q,(r) = 1 and 4 d t’f d i en I re with -r. Specifically, suppose, for example. 
that 
Then Q,(C) = 1 reads 
and defines a hypersurface in F?p’tq’ isometric to O(p’, q’)/(p’ - 1, q’). 
Similarly, the second factor in M, is the hypersurface in IR”+2-p’-q’ 
corresponding to -<’ + Q,,(Q) = 1. Mc is then a pseudo-Riemannian 
manifold with metric g, and locally symmetric. Now define 
Jo(x) = Q(x)- I” (1 - x2/4, x, 1 + x2/4) 
on the open set for which Q > 0. Then we have 
THEOREM 3.5. Ja : M-1 M, is a conformal injection with open dense 
image,J;t:g,=y,. g with yc=Q-r 
q U(J,) = V(J&Qa - c,>, (13) 
where 0, is the Laplacian of M,, C, = -K&n - 2)/4(n - l), K, the scalar 
curvature of M,, and again 
U(J,) = y;‘V(J,) = yfZM4J,*. (14) 
Proof: Let r = Jp(x), then with Q,, = aQ/ax, 
aqopx, = - ;p*Q,,(i - 4x2) - f~, Q-U*, 
aq,/akl = - +Q-3’2Qx,~, + Q-“‘, 
@,/3x, = - fQ-“‘Q,,x,, 
&@x, = - +Q-3’2Q,,~,, 
av,+,px, = -$Q-"~Q,,(I +$x2) +;x,Q-"2. 
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Since a/ax, = (~ro/~x,)(~/hJ + e-e + (h,, I/~x,)(~/~v,+ ‘), we get 
v; gQ@l~xl~ Vx,) 
= (wax’)* + .** - tan+ Il~Xl)’ 
= +Q-~Q:,(I - ix*)' + +x:Q-l + $Q-2Q,,~,(l -$x2) 
+ WY&X: + Q-’ - Q-‘Q,,x, 
+~Q-3Q~,(x;+x~+-+x;-x;+,-~-x~) 
- :Q-Q:,(i + +x2)' - {x:Q-' + ~Q-Q,,x,(~ + +x*) 
= Q-‘. 
Similarly 
Hence Jc is conformal with ya = Q-‘. Now from Remark 3.4 we obtain 
the scalar curvature of M, with again d = p’ + q’ = CyTd aiei, 
K,=-(d- I)(d-2)+(n-d+ I)(n-d)=-2d+n+2 
SO 
c 
Q 
= _ KQ@ - 2, 
4(n - 1) 
= q (2d - (n t 2)). 
But combined with (11) and Lemma 3.1 this is exactly what we need to 
conclude (13). As for the injectivity and range of J, the claims are readily 
verified once we identify 
q = JQ(x), Q,(u) = 1 = --)I’ + Q,(v) 
with a point in Q(p’, q’)/O(p’ - 1,q’) x O(p t 1 - p’, q t 1 -q’)/ 
O(p + 1 - p’, q-q’). Notice that if p’ + q’ = n + 1, M, reduces to 
O(P’, q’)/OW - 194’). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.6. Most of the calculations in the above proof do not depend 
on the specific form of Q(x); in fact for any function we have the following: 
CORLLARY 3.1. Let Q be a real differentiable function on M. Then 
JQ(x) = Q(x)- 1’2 (1 - x2/4, x, 1 t x2/4) 
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defined for Q(x) > 0 is injective and conformal onto its image viewed as a 
pseudo-Riemannian submanifald of IF?“” with yo = Q-l. Furthermore, if we 
denote by n the canonical projection RniZ --) Pn+‘(lR), then rc 0 Jo = J 
(conformal compactiJication). In particular, 7c is conformal from the image of 
Jo to I@. 
We return now to the mappings .I0 with Q of the form Q(x) = Q,( 1 - x*/4, 
x9 1 + x*/4), Q,(t) = Ci”=‘d ai<: 9 w h ere ai = 0 or ci. Notice that we can also 
define the analogous 
J -&M-+KQ 
on (x E A4 / Q(x) < O}, and again this is conformal with 7-c =-Q-l. The 
curvature of M-c is minus that of MO, (13) holds, and n(Mo) and n(M_o) 
form a disjoint union, open and dense in M. Of course, M-, is empty if 
there are no negative als in Q,. 
From the mappings Jo (and here we also allow -Q) we obtain by 
composition even more injective conformal maps (defined on the appropriate 
open sets), and each M, is up to conformal equivalence seen as an open 
subset of fi. We get for Q, and Q,, Jo,o, = Jo2 J&’ : M,, -+ MQ2 
Pa, - Co,> WJ,,,,) = v(Jo,p>)(Doz - Co,) (15) 
with U and V as in (14) and JzlQ2gQ2 = yQIQ2gQ, with 
~a,&> = ~o~(J&‘x) ~a,(Ja,‘x)-‘. 
Also p = y;,;fu4 satisfies on an open set of M,, 
Q, - C,,) $9 = -Ca*/P(*+*)‘(~-? (16) 
Again, from (5) and (15) we see that (16) is invariant under the conformal 
group of Mo, (intinitesimally under the conformal group of H), and under 
combinations of the Jei it maps into any 
(cl& - Co,) $7 = -C,y’” + 2)‘(“- 2). 
We have thus succeeded in generating solutions to (16) in general from 
Jacobians of conformal mappings and transforms of these, and by relating 
the non-linear equations on different spaces. See [2] for a special case of 
solving the non-linear equation on i@ and pulling back to M. Furthermore, 
all of these Jacobians on M have continuations to the complexification of M, 
so by complex translation we generate extra solutions, e.g., on four- 
dimensional Minkowski space 
p,(x) = I( 1 - (x - w)*/4)* + (x, - wJ2 ) - “2, w = (w,, w, ) w* , w3) E c4. 
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If we restrict the imaginary part of w to the forward lightcone in M, p is 
everywhere finite, and has finite energy as a solution to the non-linear wave 
equation. 
Note that if we let 
‘p(x) = (-1 + x*/4 + ix&V*, 
then this is another solution to 
q pt//3 
in Minkowski space, mentioned in [6]. We have the relation qq, = ] w]* and 
also note that w(x) = (((x/2) + i)*)-I’*, i.e., it is a translation of the known 
solution ((x/2)*)- “*. 
Remark 3.8. For Lorentzian manifolds the symmetric spaces above 
constitute essentially all locally symmetric Lorentzian manifolds, see [7] for 
an interesting discussion of this case and reference to independent work on 
compactification maps. 
Remark 3.9. Relation (4) also has counterparts connecting the 
fundamental solutions on different hyperbolic manifolds. For example, the 
Green’s function on four-dimensional Minkowski space 
d(t - r) d(t + r) 
r r 
(r = dxm) 
is mapped by U into 
4r -P> J(r + P> - 
sin p sin p 
@ = polar angle on S3) 
on the universal covering iR x S3 of the compactification. 
4. RESTRICTIONS TO ORTHOGONAL SUBGROUPS 
In this chapter we shall study the action of G = O(p + 1, q + 1)/Z, on 
spaces of functions and distributions on A?i and subspaces invariant under a 
subgroup H = (O(p’, q’) x O(p”, q”))/Z,, where p’ f p” = p + 1 and 
q’ + q” = q + 1, in particular the maximal compact subgroup K 
corresponding to p” = q’ = 0. 
In general, 
(U,(glf)(x) = Y&Y f(s- ‘xl (a>O,gEG,xE@ 
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defines a representation of G, continuous in LP(M) (1 < p < co) with respect 
to the K-invariant measure dp on M. An application of elliptic regularity and 
ideas in [ 15 1 shows that the space C*(M) of smooth functions with its 
natural Frkhet topology is exactly the space of Cm-vectors for U, (for any 
p < co), so U, is also a continuous represeftation of G in C”(M). By 
duality and [ 151 this is also the case in C”(M)‘, the space of distributions 
on fi. The K-finite vectors VK in these spaces are all even polynomials, 
P(u), u = (ug,..., u,+ I>, 
24; + u: + *.. +u;=u;+, + ‘.. +ufi+, = 1. 
From now on we only consider U = U,,- 2,,4. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H E G as above, then the image of the Casimir operator 
L,ofHin Uis 
WU = Q,@>(~ - Cl + C, 
with the notation of Section 3. 
Proof Extend U to the conformal mapping n: M, -+ I@ and the group H 
of isometries of M,. Then by the statement just prior to Proposition 1.1, 
U(L,) = u(n-‘) 0, U(n) 
= U(f ‘)(U, - Co) U(n) + c, 
= f;!,(o - C) + c, 
= Q,(u)(n - C) + C, 
Here we have used y,-,(u) = ra(J-%) . y(J-‘u)-‘, where y corresponds to 
J: M + a viewed as M -+ M,, for Q;(r) = <i + . . . + ci. A computation of 
J-l shows that 
Y&- ‘~1 = $ (uo + u,+ A’ Q,(u)- ‘9 
ya~(J-‘u)=f(u,+u,+,)2~b(U)-‘=$(U~+U,+2)2; 
so we get y;!,(u) = QO(u). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let dp, be the measure Q,(u)-’ dp on @4,) z i@. Then 
(U(F’)f)(U) = y,-,(u)‘“-“)‘“f(n-‘U) 
extends to a unitary map from L2(M,) (H-invariant measure) onto 
L2MqJ? d&J. 
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Proof Let f be continuous and compactly supported on M,, then 
1^ 
/ r,-,(u)‘“-‘““f(~-‘u)~ &Q(U) 
K(MQ) 
= 
I n(MQ) rn-l(U) 
(n-2v2 ~f(7c-‘u)~* y,-,(u)dp(u) 
= 5 MQ If(x dx 
since y,-,(u) = Q,,(U))‘. Being norm-preserving and invertible with dense 
range and dense domain of definition, U(n- ‘) (and U(x)) extends to a 
unitary map. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. U is a continuous unitary representation of H on 
L’(n(M,), dpo), and the discrete spectrum of iJ(L,) for 0 < q’ < q and 
l<p’<p+lis 
+ (“34 (!$)*++v’+82+Cyr 
v > 0, 
d-2 
-+vEZ, 
2 
P > 0, 
n-d 
-++EE 2 
and 2(v -p) E p - q (mod 2). In particular, the discrete spectrum of 
Q,(u)(o - C) is -v* + ,u*, and each eigenvalue corresponds to an irreducible 
unitary representation of H. 
Proof: Following Remark 1.2 we consider the action of the Lie algebra 
of H on the even part of L*(X,) 0 L*(X,), where X, = O(p’, q’)/ 
O(P’ - 194’) and X,=O(p+l-p’,q+l-q’)/O(p+l-p’,q-q’). 
U(L,) is then of the form Z @ A + B @ Z with A and B self-adjoint (namely, 
the Laplacians of X, and X2). Hence we have for the spectra in 
L”(X,> 0 L,‘(X,> 
u(W,)) = @J(A) + o(B))- (closure in IR) 
and similarly the point spectra 
u,(U(L,)) = u,(A) + up(B). 
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Furthermore, the direct tensor product of unitary representations preserves 
irreducibility (as can be seen, e.g., by proving the essential uniqueness of the 
group-invariant Hermitian inner product). By passing to the even part of 
L*(X,) @L*(X,) we obtain the parity condition on P and ,u. 
LEMMA 4.4. The ideal Qt VK (G L2(d/,) for m > 0) in V, generated by 
Qt (m = 0, 1, 2,...) is invariant under the Lie algebra of H. 
ProoJ: Let g be the metric of A?; then Q;‘g is invariant under H; hence 
for all T E H 
T*(Q&-‘E) = QoPW’ Y,(u)~= QoW’E 
so it follows that 
QoWY = YAu)” Qo@>"'. (17) 
Differentiating (17) with respect to a one-parameter subgroup we end up 
with the right-hand side in Qr VK. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f E C”(ii?)’ b e an eigendistribution for U(L,), finite 
under O(p + 1). Then f is C” away from B = {u E I@ 1 Q,(u) = 0). 
ProoJ Let Q,(U)@ - C)f = Lf with Ii = A, -A,, the difference of the 
Laplacians of Sp and Sq. By assumption the linear space of all A’,jt 
j = 0, I,..., is finite dimensional. Now consider the operator 
D = Q,(u)@ - C) - c - A, 
with c chosen so that D is elliptic away from B. For the distribution fin 
question we have 
If j is sufftciently large, the vectors 
f, Df, D’f,..., D” 
will be linearly dependent by the finiteness condition, so there exist coef- 
ficients b,, b ,,..., bj-, such hat 
\‘ b,D’f + D”= 0. 
1=0 
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But this is an elliptic operator (away from B) applied toy, hence we get the 
desired result by standard elliptic regularity. Q.E.D. 
In general the composition series of VK under G does not seem to be 
known; the lemmas above tell us only a little about this question and the 
question of the unitary (if any) structure of the quotients. Under H, Q, VK E 
L*(;rr(M,), dp,) is unitary and decomposes into a direct sum and a direct 
integral. However, in the case of Lorentzian metrics (p = 1) more is known 
[ 6, 14, 19, 211. In particular, { fl lif= C’) on the double cover of I@ has a 
subspace realizing a unitary irreducible representation of G, namely, that 
corresponding to the bound states of the hydrogen atom in n - 1 space 
dimensions, or alternatively the Hilbert space of positive-frequency solutions 
to the wave equation in n-dimensional Minkowski space. Also, the restriction 
to 0(2, n - 1) is known for certain modules [21]. 
5. THE CONFORMAL GROUP 0(2,2) 
Let us be a little more explicit about the case p = q = 1 (which reflects a 
good deal about the cases p = 1, q odd). 
Consider the compactification of R with respect to the (positive) quadratic 
form x2; this is equivalent to mapping R into S’ by stereographic projection 
x = 2 tan(a/2) (0 < a < 27c). 
For two-dimensional Minkowski space M a natural splitting occurs so that 
we essentially get two copies of the one-dimensional situation. To see this 
introduce on M along with the Minkowski coordinates (t, x) the charac- 
teristic coordinates a = t +x and b = t-x. Also on i@ p (S’ X S’)/Z, we 
take the analogous coordinates (7, p); 0 < 7 < 2n, 0 < p < 7c, and a = 7 + p, 
p = 7 -p, 0 < (r < 2n, 0 < /? ( 2n. The conformal imbedding J described 
earlier is then 
tan 7 = $(a + b)/( 1 - a6/4), 
tan p = + (a - b)/( 1 + ab/4). 
From the trigonometric addition formulas this is equivalent to 
a = 2 tan(a/2), 
b = 2 tan@/2); 
in other words, J is just the product of the compactifications of the coor 
dinates a and b. Let us summarize the above with a few obvious additions in 
580/44/l-Z 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let ~=s’Xs’={(ei”,ei4)IO~u,p<2n) be equipped 
with the pseudometric 
As before, ii;i = (S’ x S’)/Z z = {(e”, eip) IO < 5, p < 2n}/L, is equipped with 
the pseudometric 
Then the following diagram is commutative 
J’ 
/* 
M s 
\ 
J 
ii? 
where J’(u, b) = (a, p), a = 2 tan(a/2), b = 2 tan@/2), and S is the isometric 
isomorphism induced by 
Remark 5.2. Thinking of J as the Cayley transform one verifies along 
the same lines as above that the complex tube domain over A4 is just a 
product of two upper half-planes, and that its bounded version is a product 
of two unit discs (the interior of the spheres in li;i’). 
Clearly the conformal group of ii?’ contains SO(2, 1) x SO(2, 1) which is 
of the same dimension as 0(2,2)/Z,, the conformal group of A. The only 
discrete involutory transformation in 0(2, 2)/L, not contained in 
SO(2, 1) x SO(2, 1) is (a,@-+ @?, a), so we have 
LEMMA 5.3. The groups SO(2, 1) X SO(2, 1) and 0(2,2)/L, are 
isomorphic, in particular as transformation groups of ii? and its 
equivalent A. 
Next let us consider the basic K-finite functions 
where vnm(r, p) = ei(nrtmp), VP&a, /?) = ei’pa+44) so that p = +(n + m), 
q = f(n - m) and p, q = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
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These span in a natural way the holomorphic discrete series representation 
of SU(1, 1) X SU(1, 1). To compare with representations of the Poincare 
group of M we shall find the Fourier transforms of the functions r,unm o J on 
M. This is done by considering the functions ppq o 1’ = v,,~ o S o J = I+Y,,,,, o .7. 
LEMMA 5.4. For m = 1, 2 ,... and m -n > 1 
Z,,(k) = fiu (x - i)” (x + i)-” ,-ikx dx 
--co 
=;TC (mT 1), (-i)“+m2”+1 m’l (“J ‘) (~“~), 2-jp-l-je-kqk), 
j=O 
where t! = r(t + 1) and B is the characteristic function of (0, CO). 
Note that I,,,,, makes sense as the Fourier transform of a square-integrable 
function and that the corresponding inverse formula involves 
J % ,peik(xt i) dk = i’\+ ‘,l!(x + i)-‘-I. 
To find the Fourier transform of the distribution (x-i)” (x + i)-“, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we use 
(x - i)” (x + i)-” - 1 
=(-2i)[(~-i)“-‘(x+i)-“+(~-i)“-~(x+i)-”+’+...+(x+i)~‘] 
together with (27~))’ I?, eikx dx = 6(k). 
LEMMA 5.5. As a Fourier transform 
(27~~’ ly; (x - i)” (x + i)-” e-ikx dx 
--lx 
=6(k)-ix-‘[I,-,,.+I,_,,,~, + a-. +IO,J(k), 
where the second term is a polynomial P,-,(k) of degree n - 1 times 
emkO(k); so 
((x - i)” (x + i)-“)^ (k) = 6(k) + P,-,(k) eCkO(k). 
Now the one-dimensional compactification map is actually 
x + (-x/2) + 9(x/2 + i)- ’ and the corresponding formula reads 
((-x/2 - i)” (x/2 + i)-n)A (k) = (-1)” (6(k) + 2P,-,(2k) eCZkB(k)). 
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Introducing characteristic parameters t = f(a + b), x = i(u - b), k, = 
f(c + d), k, = +(c - d), we get for the Fourier transform ^  on M 
(z~)-* lU) j‘” f(t, x) e-i(f+xkG dt dx 
‘-co-cc 
Combining the above we have 
PROPOSITION 5.6. For the K-finite functions y,, on i@ we have 
(v,, 0 .I)^ (c, d) = +((-1)’ (26(c) + 2P,-,(c) e-‘@(c))(-l)” 
x (26(d) + 2P,-,(d)) eCdB(d))). 
Hence we get a distribution with singular support on the boundary of the 
forward light-cone in (k,, k,)-space. This formula also reflects the fact that 
the composition series for the module generated by the w,,,,,‘s has two 
submodules under the action with no multipliers of the conformal group, 
namely, the constant functions, and the solutions to the wave equation (in M 
or ri;i). In terms of SU(1, 1) XSU(1, 1) we are looking at direct tensor 
product representations U, @ U,, with U, in the continuation of the 
holomorphic discrete series of SU(1, l), and the representation above is the 
first reducible point in this series. Also the restriction to 0(2, 1) E 0(2, 2) 
corresponds to decomposing the ordinary tensor product. 
The restriction to 0(2, 1) E 0(2, 2) (leaving the last coordinate in 6-!’ 
fixed) can be studied in more detail as follows: 
Consider the double cover M(*) N S’ x S’ = {(e’*, ei”) 10 < r, p < 271) of 
M together with the action of its conformal group 0(2,2), the double cover 
of 0(2,2)/Z*. We wish to study the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator of 
O(2, 1) 
L = cos* p@/a7* - 8/ap*) 
on the space 53’ of distributions on @*’ as well as the actions of 0(2, 1) and 
0(2,2) on 53’. 
In terms of Fourier series GS’ consists of those 
T= F anm vnm 
n,m= --co 
(18) 
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for which Cc,=-, lun,,,12 Inl-‘Iml-’ < co for some r, t > 0. Applying L to 
(18) the eigenvalue equation 4LT = lT reads 
v n.m-2an,m-2 +2v,,a,, +vn,mt2an,mt2 =km (19) 
for all n, m E Z, where v,, = n2 - m2. We can now solve the recursion 
formulas (19) for a fixed n, viewing T = 2,” _ o. T,, T, = Cz= _ co a,,,, v/,,,, .
It is then convenient since L commutes with the antipodal map A(e”, e’“) = 
(-e”, -eip) L commutes with the antipodal map A(e”; eip) = (-e”, -eiP) to 
split T into its even part f(T + To A) and its odd part f(T - To A) and treat 
each case separately. Note that it follows from the regularity of L that each 
T,, is a C” function away from p = n/2,3x/2. 
Case 1. T odd. Let T = -T 0 A so that its Fourier coefficients a,,,,, # 0 
all have n + m odd. In particular all v,,‘s in (19) are non-zero; so 
suppressing the index n we have with v,a, = b, 
b m+2=Wm-2)h,,-L2~ 
b mt4=(~lvm+2-2)((~lvm-2)-b,-2)-b,, 
etc. 
(20) 
It follows that by recursion in both directions m + +co from a fixed pair 
(b,O, b,,,-J we get a sequence a,,, defining a distribution and solving (19) for 
a fixed n E Z. To see this, first consider (20) for k = 0 where the two 
sequences 
(..., -1, 1, -1, l)...) 
and 
(...) 4, -3, 2, -1, 0, 1, -2, 3 )...) 
form a basis for the solutions of (20) (we are dealing with a second-order 
operator). 
If we let c, = b2,+m, where 6, satisfies (20) for A = 0, then 1 c,] = O(l II) 
(since this is true for the basis sequences) and hence, for a fixed n, (20) 
defines a distribution on S’ x S’. 
For a general d in (20) consider c, = (-1)’ b21t,0. Then 
c,+, - 2c, + c,- 1 = A(n2 - (21+ rn#-’ c, (21) 
and the asymptotic behavior of lcII as 1 tends to +a, is determined by the 
standard technique, i.e., viewing the left-hand side of (21) as a second 
derivative and finding the asymptotics of 
c”(x) = A,(x) . x-~ + c(x) (x E v, (22) 
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where A,(x) + -A/4 as x + &co and c(x) now is a function of a real 
parameter. 
Remark 5.7. The perturbation factor x ’ in (22) is the simplest to treat. 
but xmk, k # 2, can be dealt with as well by using WKB techniques. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let c(x) satisfy (22); then asymptotically for Ix/ large. 
c(x) - 0(1x]“) where 
a=max{Ref(l +(l -n)“‘), Ref(1 -(l-A)“‘)) 
ProofI Asymptotically c”(x) - --Ax- *c(x)/4, so c(x) - x0), where 
a(a - 1) = -l/4, i.e., c1= f(1 * (1 -A)“‘), from which we read off the 
desired asymptotic behavior. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.9. The distinction between even and odd distributions is not 
relevant for these asymptotics since the finite singularities of A,(x) do not 
enter into the discussion of /xl--) co. 
We can summarize the above in 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let ;1 E G and v E II; then the space of odd 
distributions T satisfying 
LT=IT and (a/h) T = VT 
is of dimension 2 and is given by the solutions to the recursion formula (19) 
for a fixed n = v. 
Case 2. T even. Let T = To A so that its Fourier coefficients all have 
n + m even. This means that we can have n* = m*, i.e., v,, = 0 in (19) which 
imposes conditions on A. Consider first distributions whose Fourier coef- 
ficients are supported by the forward cone n2 - m* > 0, n > 0, i.e., those 
which extend to holomorphic functions on the bounded symmetric domain 
~(z?~)IIz/<1~I~l~1J viewed as the interior of &?’ = S’ x S’ = { (eia, eiO) / 
0 <(r, /3 < 271). By the chain rule L in the variables (z, w) becomes the 
operator 
L = (z - w)” (a’/az aw> (23) 
acting on holomorphic functions. We shall find a complete set of eigen- 
polynomials for L homogeneous with the degree of homogeneity equal to the 
eigenvalue of the (energy) generator -i(a/&). In fact these polynomials will 
just be the K-finite vectors in the decomposition of a tensor product of 
representations of 0(2, 1) Clearly 
L(z - w)” = -n(n - l)(z - w)” 
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and by applying the standard creation operator in 0(2, 1) to this 
polynomial we get more polynomials with the same eigenvalue -n(n - l), 
n = 0, 1) 2 )... . These will be of the form pnk(z, w)(z - w)“, where pnk is a 
symmetric homogeneous polynomial of degree k, k = 0, 1, 2,... . Define for a 
fixed n 
c;,=n(n+l)...(n+k-l), 
cIl = n(n + 1)’ (n + 2) .-a (n + k - 2), 
c;* = n(n + 1)’ (n + 2) +.. (n + k - 3), 
C cj=n(n+ l)‘(n+2)*(n+3).++k-4), 
etc., 
such that c$ = c&~, i = 0 ,..., k. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. pnk(z, w) = Cf=, czi(f) ziwkei for afl n = 0, 1, 2,... 
and k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . For a fixed N, {pnk(z, w)(z - w)” 1 n + k = N} form a 
basis of the homogeneous polynomials of degree N. 
Proof: For a fixed N the space in question is of dimension N, so by 
linear independence we are done. That cti are the right coefficients is seen 
from the relations 
4+ 1.i (“T ‘)=(i-l)C:,i-, (ikl)+(k-i)c;i (t), 
I 
which in turn are deduced from the action of the creation operator in 
O(2, 1). Q.E.D. 
Now any even distribution T with a holomorphic extension will be a 
combination of these polynomials; so the only possible eigenvalues will be 
-n(n - l), and T must decompose correspondingly into the polynomials 
P&Y w)(z - w)“. 
Suppose now we allow T to have Fourier components outside the forward 
cone; then the recursion formula (19) becomes singular at n* = m*. So in 
order to obtain a two-dimensional solution space we must start the recursion 
from the two boundary points n = fm. 
We omit the proof of the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Consider the system of equations 
LT=AT and (d/&) T = VT 
with A E C and v E L in the space of even distributions. For v = 0 and any 1 
the solution space is two dimensional, whereas for v # 0 only A = -n(n - l), 
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n = 0, 1) 2 )...) occur, and the solution space is two-dimensional with the 
functions in Proposition 5.11 as polynomial solutions. 
The representations realized above in 9’ in eigenspaces of cos* p(a2/3r2 -- 
#/3p*) include those unitary irreducible representations of the universal 
covering group of SU(I, 1) that are analytic continuations of the 
holomorphic discrete series for that group. 
Notice that for the higher-dimensional situation of 0(2, n) c O(2, n + 1) 
acting on S’ x S” and the operator 
L, = cos2 /@/ar* - As,), 
the analogous eigendistributions (the K-finite vectors for 0(2, n)) can be 
explicitly written down as hypergeometric functions and spherical harmonics. 
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